groups." (p. 39) Challenging "big isms" such as Orientalism or Islamism, he aims at historicizing family in Nablus and Tripoli in order to offer a new and better frame for family, gender and property of this time and freeing them from stereotypes. The relatively large time period of this study is two centuries spanning from 1660 to 1860 on the ground that "family life is best measured by generations, not decades." (p. 40) The author primarily relies on the Ottoman court records and utilizes stories of people derived from these records as the skeleton of the chapters. To him, these registers create a "communal textual memory," therefore worthy of attention of not only legalists, but also of social historians to delve into daily life of ordinary individuals.
Indicating the centrality of waqfs in Muslim daily life, the author examines family waqfs and lawsuits between kin as a way to understand property devolution practices which is, to him, fundamental for shaping a family.
His main argument is that "the family waqf is the most flexible, expressive, and enduring legal instrument for governing long-term property relations between kin, and that it can be viewed as a charter or mini-constitution that also governs the moral-disciplinary order of kinship." (p. 22) Individuals who had different desires apart from the established legal division of the property after death endowed their property by appointing some family members as beneficiaries according to his/her wishes.
Keeping property away from legal inheritance law is not the only function of endowments. Doumani devotes a separate chapter to questioning Dîvân 2019/1 264 DEĞERLENDİRME MAKALELERİ the identity of the endowers and their motivations in endowing their properties. It is important to note that he does not degrade endowment practices into being merely economic tactics to preserve wealth or, adversely, into being mere religious deeds. His conception of family waqf is broad: "Legal, pious, economic, and affective motivations are an integrated whole in the family waqf: a social act productive of the social fabric of urban life, of local political economies, of spiritual practices, and of modes of imperial governance through the shari'a court." (p. 137) Considering this multifunctional nature of the waqfs, he offers a tripartite categorization of waqfs that allow multi-layered explanations, based on their functions or motivations behind them: constitutive, supplemental, and disciplinary. The first one accounts for primary concern of the author due to its significance in "constituting family as a corporate unit in the society" (p. 139) by its wide spectrum, and serves as a "declaration to the community of a family's ascendance into prominence." (p. 174) While the second category designates waqfs targeting to supplement family members in need, the third group of waqfs are established on good deeds such as distributing food or recital of Qur'an which help to create a discipline within the family. About the identity of the endowers, he divides them into three hierarchical categories: the people who are recorded with multiple titles due to their official duties or wealth, the people who are titled as hajj or sayyid, and lastly the individuals who hold no title.
While tracing dynamics between family members in property distribution through waqfs in court records of Tripoli and Nablus, Doumani discovers major and systematic differences in these two cities that astonish him to the point that understanding the divergence in concept of family despite their geographical proximity and chronological contemporariness became central question of this study. The primary distinction is in the level of female appearance in endowment processes. In Tripoli, women are consistent parts of the lawsuits and endowments either as endowers or beneficiaries during the whole period whereas in Nablus, the already low ratio of the women participation faces a steady decline until the mid-nineteenth century. To make a sound comparison the author determines four patterns to devolve the property: women get equal share with men, men get twice a share of women, women's children are excluded, women (as the daughters of the endower) are excluded. The first one is almost always true in Tripoli, third and fourth patterns demonstrate the endowment practices in Nablus. This difference demonstrates that excluding females from endowments cannot be a product of an Islamic traditional approach to women.
After presenting two distinctive portraits of women as part of family waqfs in Tripoli and Nablus, Doumani looks for the reasons behind this diDîvân 2019/1 265 DEĞERLENDİRME MAKALELERİ vergence. His explanation of the difference primarily lies in the economic activities of the two cities. Tripoli's residents derived their wealth from the privately-owned orchards which are used in silk industry. As for the people of Nablus, due to the lack of private lands, agriculture was not an option for the entrepreneurs. Instead, they made forward-purchase moneylending contracts (salam) with the peasants who had the usufruct rights in the public (miri) lands. Moreover, Tripoli's lands were irrigated naturally, while in Nablus the terrain was dry. Therefore, Nablus's way of obtaining wealth required a more intensified socializing including complex processes of establishing networks with peasants, sometimes personal travels which were outside of the traditional women behavior limits. For the same purpose, developing a reputable household appeared as a big advantage among these networks which could be broken by passing into female member's ownership who would probably get married to a foreigner and take the wealth with her. In short, families in Nablus used family waqfs to establish a monolithic, patrimonial rule over the property of the family to provide "concentration of wealth" under a reputable name whereas in Tripoli, property owners did not have such a powerful motivation. and historical conditions. More importantly, it proves that there is much work to be done and more stories to be explored in the court records waiting for the researchers who want to shed light on the uncharted territories of the history of Ottoman societies and families.
